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ABSTRACT

The sediment transpol1 charactenstlcs of thc Gange, river have been studied. The

peak discharge cloe, nol ncce,sarily al,,,,vs co'nc,dc wilh lhe peak sedim~nt load.

Thcre lS a phase lag between th~ pea\.:dlsehwge and the peak sediment load. The

peu\.: sedimenl load occur\ liN and then the pNk dl%harge wim only exception

".here the peu\.:sediment load IS foliOlved by the p<oaldischarge In some cases, the

peak dIscharge und pea\.:sediment load occur at the same Instances The maximum

dIscharge and mu.",mum fine sedimenl dlScharge are free from trwd but me

maximum sand dIscharge and maximum 10tal sediment di,charge show iUlupward

lrwd beginning from 1992. The )J~rcent of iine sediment clischarge is about 50

which means lhat the Ganges river at Hardme bridge gauge station conlains a

substantial amouot of ".ash loads

The urut stream power formula and modified umt stream power formula have been

applied for the cstimatlun ami prediction of scdimenl transport> m the Gangcs river.

The eompanson between computed and m~asured sedIment discharge based on

Yang's unit stream power formuta and modified Yung's' formuta for high

concenlration or tine sedimenl, ,h,)\\. lhat Yang's lormula over predlcl' the sednnent

transporl lhan the modified rormula 'Jhe dlscrepanC)' ratio and slandard de\'lation

have been used to indicate the accuracy of the sediment tnmspul1 predictors The

modifiecl Yang's formula is better m me ,ediment laden Ganges nver. Compansons

bet".een computed and measured s~d,ment concentrations based on the average

logarithm ratio inclicate that the goodness of fit of dIfferent equations may be

affected by selectillg slallslical parameters

The sedIment ratLllgcuI''''' or the G,mge, ri,'cl' nl H~f{I"'ge bridge gauge ,laliun have

been developed by con,icienng cllscharge.shear sIre". stream power and unll strcam

power as ind'~pelldenl variables The dlschargc and unit Slremn power when used as

independent \.ariables givc bctter clln'~ '" compared to shcar stress and stream

power.
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1.1111troduclioll

Sediment movement in rivers has been Mudied by both hydraulic engineers and

geologists for centuries because of its importance to the understanding of river

hydraulics, river engineering, river morphology and related fields Sedimenl transport is

complex and often subject 10 ~cmi-cmpincal or empirical treatment. Most theoretical

treatments are based on some ldeahzed and simplified assumptions that the rate of

8cdimem transport could be determined by one or two dominant factors such as water

dlscharge, average flow velocl!Y, energy slope, and shear stress, Numerous equations

have been published. Each equation is supported by limited laboratory data and,

occasionally, by lield data. The calculated fesllits from various equations often differ

drastically ITom cach other and from the measured data Consequently, none of the

published sediment transport equations have gained universal acceptance in confidently

predicting sediment transport rates, especially in rivers,

The Ganges is one of the Ihlee major rivers LnBangladesh (Figure I I). It is a sediment-

laden wide meandering river wilh a bank full wLdlhof some 5 km. The river draining the

southern slope of the Himalayas hu, a catchment area of 1,090,000 km' and a length of

2,200 km (Delft Hydraulics and [)Hl, 1996). Sediment transport plays an important role

in the regulation und control or rivers. Changes in sediment yield reflect changes in

basin conditions including climate, soil erosion rate, vegetation, topography and land

usc Huctuations in sediment load alTeetmany terrestrial und coastal processes including

ecosystem responses, because many nutrients and chemicals are also transported along

with the sediment load, Information on sediment loud is very important for the p!amung,
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design and maintenance of any wat•.••.n..OWUn:4'S dewlopmcnt projects. Knowledge of

sediment lood carried by 0 weam b ncecs.'liJ.ryfor Ihe solulion of most problems

associated with rivers (Gardc and Ranlla Raju, 19M5). "'hilil)" 10 llCeumtcl)" estimate

scdimentlmnsport capacity is a ke>'to Ihe success ofwat •.••.rcsnurc",s proj~ts. A number

of rl.'lationships hav", bccn d",vclopro 10 compUle Ihe nmount of sc{liment dischaf{;e ns a

runetion of th", VlIrious flow pnmmeters. None of Ihe avnilable equalions for the

calculation of sedimenl discharge has gained univer5lll neceplnnee in confideml)"

predicting .sediment Imnspon mle, The calculation of sediment load from various

cqualions often differs drasticall)" from each other for n given set of ob~rvcd dnm. This

is p:lrtl)"doc to inclusion of so mml>'variables that innuenec sedimenttnmspon like the

si1.eof sediment, the fall velocity. specific weight cohesion, pcrosily of panicles etc,

Figure 1.1 Satellite imaGeorthe GllrlGcsriver in Bangladesh.
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The area of the Ganges basin in Bangladesh cover~ 40,450 km' which is approximately

27% of the total area of Bangladcsh. This vasl area is inhabited by about one tburth of

country's population of about 130 million. More than 60% of thc area is under

cultivation, This deltaic region IS umque In many ways, The Sundarban, the single

largest mangrove forest in the world, is located in this region spanning an area equal to

about 10% of Bangladesh that ha, extensive biodnrersity based economic activities and

potential for eco-toulism Sunderban has an outstanding importance of being World

Heritage Site and Ramsar Site. The delta has a distinctive landscape feature that it is

criss-crossed by a network of rivers and estuaries together with extensive floodplains

and wetlands, These water bodies cover 13% of the area. The country is located in the

Bengal Basin, which has been gradually filled by sediment washed down from the

highlands of the Himalayas, Now the basin has become a low lying very flat delta. The

hydro-morphological charaeteri.~lics ofthc Gange, river is shown in Table 1,1,

Table L 1 Hydro-morphological characteristics of the Ganges river.

Parameter Dimension

Catchment (km ) 1,090,000

Length (km) 2,200

Length in Bangladesh (km) 275

Mean annual rainfall within the catchment (mm) 1,200

Ann"al mean discharge (mlls) "pto 1995 1l,163

Avg, maximum discharge (nr I,) "pto1995 49,~35

Avg. minimum discharge (m Is) uptol995 1,487

Historical Maximum discharge (m Is) upto 1995 75,800

Historical Minim"m discharge (m I:,) "pto 1995 261

Avg, Maximum water level (m+PWD) upto 1995 1429

Avg. Minimum water level (m+PWD) upto 1995 6.57

Hi,torieal maximum waler level (m+PWD) uplO 1995 15.05

Historical minimum water level (m+PWD) upto 1995 4.22
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Annual sediment tran~pon (million tone;/year) 550

Bed material grain size (dlOmm) 0,15

Average width (km) 5

Average depth (m) 4.5

Average water level slope (cmfkm) 5

Planform Point-bar meandering

1.2 Background of the Study

The concept that the rale of work done should be related to the rate of energy

expenditure was used by Bagnold (1966), among others, to determine the rate of

sediment transport under equilibrium conditions, It was demonstrated by Yang (1972)

that the rate of sediment transport depends on the unit stream power more than any other

hydraulic parameter, The unit stream power is defined as the rate of potential energy

expenditure per unit weight of water. A dimensionless unit stream power equation was

obtained by Yang (1973) for the computation of total sediment concentration in the sand

size range, or the total bed material concentration when wash load is significant. In order

to improve the accuracy of the equation for low sediment concentration, criteria for

incipient motion were developed (Yang, 1973) and used in the equation. Due to the

uncertaintie~ involved in determining the flow conditions precisely at incipient motion,

Yang (1979) developed an accurate unit stream power equation for total load, or total

bed material load, in the sand si7-crange without using any criteria for incipient motion.

The applicability of Yang's equations to natural rivers in the United States was tested

and verified by ASeE task committee (1982) Yang et. aI (1996) modified Yang's

(1979) stream power formula so that it can be applied to the estimation of sediment

transport in a sediment-laden river with a high concentration of fine suspended

materials,

4
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In every year large discharge and heavy sedmlent load in the monsoon cause tlie river

Ganges to be extremely unstable, As thc Ganges is a sediment.laden nver, it is expected

that the formula might be applicable for the estimation of sediment transport in the

Ganges In this study, the stream power formulae of Yang (1979) and Yang et al (1996)

have been applied for the estimation and prediction of sediment transports in the Ganges

river, Because of the high sediment concentration in the Ganges River, it can be

presumed that Yang et al (1996) sediment transport equation i~ more applicable and

have been uscd in this study for the prediction of sediment transport in the Ganges river.

1.30bjeclives

(i) To determine the sedIment transport characteristics ofthe Ganges river.

(ii) To test the applicability of the stream power formulae for the prediction of

sediment transport in the Ganges river.

5



CHAPTER 2

STUDIES 01<'SEDIMENT TRANSPORT PREDICTORS

2.1 Introduction

Most sediment transport equations were derived under the assumption that sediment

transport rate could be detenruned from a dominant variable In most cases, these

equations were supported by limited data collected under carefully designed laboratory

conditions Because of the lack of generality of the assumptions used, when such an

equation is applied to other 1lowconditions, the agreement is often poor. The computed

results from different sediment transport equations often differ drastically from each

other and from measurements, Extensive comparisons of the accuracy of different

transport equations have been made by diflerent investigators. A formula that predicts

sediment discharge accurately tor one river, may predict vary poorly for another river.

To case this difficulty, many of the commonly used transport fonnula have been tested

by different researchers over a wide range of field and laboratory data. The previous

studies have been divided into two parts: one part covers application of sediment

transport predictors in nver, ()utSldeBangladesh and the other part covers rivers inside

Bangladesh.

2.2 Studies of Sediment Transport Predictors outside Bangladesh

In the preparation of the ASCE Manual on Sedimentation Engineering, Vanoni (1971)

compared the computed sediment discharges from different equations with the measured

results from natural rivers. He studied thirteen fonnulas and observed that the Colby

(19M), Engelund and Hansen (1967) and Tofaletti (1969) fonnulas gave consistently
better agreement than others, Yang (1977) replotted thc comparisons orVa'noni (t971)

6



and included Yang (1973) unit stream power formula and found that among lourteen

equations, computed results from Yang (1973) unit stream power equation give the best

agreement with measurements

White et at (1975) reviewed sediment transport theories With the exception of Yang's

(1973), and Shen and Huang's (1972) equations, most of the available equations at that

time were reviewed and compared by tbem The comparison wa~ baged on over 1000

flume experiment~ and 260 ficld measurement, Comparison made by White et al.

(1975) indicate that Aekers and White (1973) equation ISthe most accurate, followed by

Engelund and Hansen's (1972), Rottner's (1959), Einstein's (1950), Bishop, Simons and

Richardson's (1965), Toffaleti's (1969), llagno1l1's (1966), and Meyer-Peter and Muller's

(1948) equations. Yang and Stall (1976) made a similar analysis of 1247 sets of

laboratory and river data, and discussed the results of White et al (1975). Because the

data used for comparison by Yang and by White et at. are basical1y the same, the

comparison indicate that Yang's (1973) equation can more consistently predict bed-

material load in sand size range in laboratory flume~ and rivers than Ackers and White's

(1973) equations

Alonso (\980) considered over 30 available ~ediment transport formulas. Selection was

based on the following criteria' The selected formula should 1) be framed so that it is

easy to apply in computer ~imulation, 2) give the total load of bed material, knowing the

hydraulic and geometric propcrties of the flow, and 3) provide reliable egtimates when

applied to channels of any size in which ~ediment particles are transported by the fluid.

The eight formulas Alonso seleeled for analysis are Aekers and White (1973), Engelund

and Hansen (1967), Laursen (1958), Meyer-Peter and Muller (1948) formula for bed

load and modified Einstein (1950) formula for suspended load, Yang (1973), Bagnold

(1956), Meycr-Peter and Mliller (1948) and Valin (1963). Hc made the following

comments' Yang developed the most reliable equation applicable over the entire range

of flow condItion, This equation gave predictions that deviated only marginally, with

consistently low scatter III all cases. 30th the Aekels and White and the Engelund and

7



Hansen formulas worked reasonably well, without too much scatlcr, The first formula

systematically overestimated the transport rates; however, the second overestimated the

field data but under predicted transport in flumes. The Laursen fonnula worked fairly

well in the flume-data range but gave less satisfactory results for the field data. A

possible explanation for thi, behavior may be that the function f{U./m), where U. is

shear velocity and is m fall velocity. is not universal as elaimed by Laursen, but rather

depend, on the dimensionless parameters controlling the transport rates

Yang and Molinas (1982) applied basic fluidmechanics and turbulence theories to show

that suspended concentration at a given depth of an open channel flow is a function of

the turbulence energy production rate at that depth. Comparisons of seven tOIa! load

equations with 1259 sets of data in the sand-size range indicate that equations proposed

by Yang (1979), Engclund and Hansen (1967), and Aekers and White (1973) are more

accurate than others under laboratory and field conditions regardless of their sizes. All

these equations were derived directly 01' indirectly H'om the concept that the rate of

sediment transport m an open channel llow should be related to the rate of energy

dissipation of the flow, They concluded that agreements between measured and

computed results from these equations justify the derivations of a sediment transport

equation from power approach.

Based on approaches used in the derivation of the formulas, Yetter (1988) classified

sediment transport models into regression and stochastic models, energy models and

shear models, Data from seven rivers were used by Yetter to evaluate the accuracies of

19 transport formulas. He found that none of the modcls can give reliable estimates of

wash load, which was considered to have a grain diameter finer than 0.0625 mm, A

book describing the procedures for thc computation of sedimcnt transport rate for

cngmeermg practicc using 19 different methods was published by he German

Association of Water Resources and Land Improvement (DVWK, 1990), The

c()mparison~ made by DVWK and Yetter (1988) mdicate that when all data arc

considered, the regression formula suggested by Karim (1983) and Karim and Kennedy

8



(1990) has the best estimate overall agreement with measurement. This is panly because

of the wide range of data used by Kal1m and Kcnnedy in their analyses. If the

comparison is linnted to sand size range, Yang (1979, 1973) sand formulas and Bagnold

(1966) formula provide the best agreement with the measured results. The least reliable

formulas are those based on the shear stress approach. These result.~ suggest that

althollgh the regression approach alone is not based un the physical proccss of sediment

transpurt, it can be ul-edtu obtain useful formulas if sediment data with proper hydraulic

and sediment conditions arc used in the regression analyses The physical process-based

formulas can give better explanations of the sediment transport process, and can be

derived from established theories in fluid mechanics and fluvial hydraulics. However,

the coefficients in physical process-based formulas still have to be determine from

regression analyses of data, even though the amount of data needed may be much less

than those lor pure regression formulas.

Nakato (1990) tested cleven sediment transport predictors against data collected from

the Sacramento river in California, where the bed grain sizes varies Itom fine to course

sand. He found that the computed values deviale significantlyfrom the measured values

except for a very few cases. He commented that the test results clearly demonstrate how

difficult a task it is to predict sediment transport in natural rivers

Voogt et al (1991) investigated the predictive capability of the sediment transport

formulas of Ackcrs and Whitc (1973), Engclund and Hansen (1967) and van Rijn

(1984). It was found that the Engclund and Hansen and van Rijn formulas predict

transport rates with reasonable agreement against the measurements.

Yang and Wan (1991) made a comparison of the over-all accuracy of the prediction

formula. They considered different ranges of sediment concentration, Fraude number

and slope for seven bcd-material load formula in their analysis The over-all accuracy of

the formula when applied to natural rivers, was in descending order: Yang (1973),

9 ,



Totfaleti (1969), Einstein (1950), Ackcrs and White (1973), Colby (1964), Laursen

(1958), Engelund and Hansen (1967).

Lukanda et aI. (1992) studied the applicability of sediment transport theories for the

Zaire river. The objective of their study was to identify a suitable sediment transport

formula for the analysis of thc sediment problems experienced in the inner delta of the

Zaire river's maritime reach, The used four formula, namely, Sehoklitsch (1943), Shields

(1936), Meyer-Peter and Muller (1948) and 13agnold(1966), Bagnold's approach was

adopted for application for predictingmorphologic changes at local stations,

Van den Berg and van Gelder (1993) studied the prediction of suspended bed material

transport in flows over silt and very fine sand for the Yellow river Three equilibrium

sand transport formula were tested, namely Ackers and White (1973), Engelund and

Hansen (1967) and van Rijn (1984), According to this study, the best results were

obtained with the van Rijn formula, except at low flow stages, where better results were

produced by the Engelund-Han,en equation The Ackcrs and White formula seriously

over predicted the measured values. Some modifications of the van Rijn formula were

proposed for application in flows over fine and silt. In a verification analysis, it was

demonstrated that these modificationsslightly improvc its predicted ,trength,

2.3 Studies of Sediment Transport Predictors in Bangladesh

Several studies have been carried out in the past on the application of sediment

prediction formula in Bangladesh. Bari (1978) studied sediment transport prediction

using data from the Ganges river at Hardinge Bridge and from Jamuna at 8ahadurabad.

He compared five sediment transport formulas, namely, Colby (1957), Engelund-

Hansen (1967), Aekers and White (1973) and Inglish and Lacey formula (1967) against

the measured data of Bangladesh Water Development Board. He coneluded that the

Colby (1957) and Engclund and Hansen (1967) formulas may be applicable with

appropriate correction factors,

to
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Klaassen and Vermeer (1988) compared Ihe measured sediment transport of the Jamuna

river with the Engelund and Hansen (1967) formula and found that the measured

sediment transport of the period 1968-1970 can be well represented by the Engelund-
Hansen formula multiplied by 2

Khan (J986) studied sediment transport in the river Goral-Modhumati He selected five

equations, namely Yang (1973), Ackcrs and White (1973), Engelund-Hansen (1967),

Hossain (1985) and Mantz (1983) for analyzing the sediment transport in the Gorai-

Modhumati river. He found that the Hossain and the Engelund-Hansen equations

produced better predictions of sediment transport for that river. The total load as

computed by the Engelund-Hansen and Hossain fonnula were respectively found to be

30.4% and 18,3% higher than the measured suspended load. Galappal1i (1993) used the

Engelund-Hansen fonnula for the development of I-D morphological model for the

Jatmma river.

Dey (1995) developed a schemalized sediment transport predictor for study of alluvial

rivers and applied it to the Jamuna river The basis of the schematization is that the

sediment transport is a function predominant function of flow velocity He compared the

developed equation with thc selccted well known sediment transport predictors It was

found that the developed equation predicts the sediment transports closer to the field

data than those of the selected sediment transport predictors, However, the transport

predictors namely Hossain (1985), Engc1und and Hansen (1967) and Bagnold (1966)

fonnulas are found to be suitable ror the application ufthe Jamuna river,

Ahmed (1996) studied applicabilityof sediment transport predictors in the Jamuna river

by measured shear velocity He used five sediment transport equations, namely, Meyer-

Peter and Muller (1948), Bagnold (1968), Engelund and Hansen (1967), Ackers and

White (1973), van Rijn (1984) and Hos!min(1985) lor assessing the impact of shear

stress in predicting the sediment transport in the Jamuna river, He found that the

11
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performance of sediment transport equations improves significantly when using

measured shear stress, The improvement m the predictive values are found through the

use of measured shear velocity as 42,81,63,55 and 74 percent in the case of van Rijn,

Bagnold, Engehmd and Hansen, Ackers and White and Meyer-Peter and Muller

respectively.

YAP 24 (1996) developed a sediment transport equation for both Ganges at Hardinge

Bridge and Jamuna at Bahadurabad, The Suggested Dimensionless Sediment Tramport

Equation tor the Jamuna river was derived on the basis of measured data from tho

jamuna river from 1984-1987, They used an independent data set of Bangladesh Water

Development Board from the period 1993-1994 The result indicated that the Suggested

Equation slightly over predicts the sedimenl transport rate. They applied a correction

factor of 0,75 to adjust this variation. A comparison of the developed equation and five

sc!ected sediment transport prediction fonnulas show an accuracy in the following

descending order are: Suggested equation, Bagnold (1966), Engelund and Hansen

(1967), Yang (1973), van Rijn (1984) and Acker and White (1973). They, however, did

not compare the performance of the Suggested equation with the measured data of the

Ganges at Hardinge due to the inaccuracyof the data.

2.4 Coucluding Remarks

There are various assumptions uscd in the development of transport equations. The

assumption that sediment transport rate or concentration should be related to the rate of

energy dissipation used in transporting sediment is more generally applicable than the

approaches using water discharge, average flow velocity, onergy slope, or shear stress as

the dominant variable. There arc three ways of expressing the rate of energy dissipation

in transporting sediments, The stream power concept introduced by Bagnold (1966), and

later used by Engelund and Hansen (1967) and Ackers and White (1973) is based on

power per unit bed area The unit stream power concept introduced by Yang (1973) is

based on power per unit weight of water and Vahkanov's (1954) parameter is based on

12
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the gravitational theory. The validity and generality of the power concept may be one of

the basic reasons why the equations of Engelund and Hansen (J 967), Aekers and White

(1973) and Yang (1973, 1979) are generally more accurate than others, Another reason

is that all the parameters used in these equations are dimensionless, which means that

they are not sensitive to the scale difference between laboratory flumes and large rivers.

The stream power concept is based on general physics without needing any rigorous

derivatIOn from fundamental Iluid mechanics On the other hand, the unit stream power

concept is not only shown to be more generally applicable based on data confinnation

but also can de derived directly from basic theories in fluid mechanics and turbulence, It

can be shown that bed-load, suspended-load and total load concentrations are directly

related to unit stream power. The generality or assumption used in the development of

the unit stream power equatIons, the dimensionless parameters used in these equations

and vast amount of data used in the calibration of the dimensionless parameter~ may be

the basic reasons why, in general, the unit stream power equations are more accurate

than others for non-cohesive materials under most laboratory and field observations. As

Yang et al (1996) formula has been developed for high concentration of sediment and

the fact that the Ganges River contains high sediment concentration, it can be presumed

that Yang et al (1996) sediment tran:.port equation is more applicable and have been

used in this study for the prediction or sediment transport in the Ganges river,

13
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CHAPTER 3

m:RIVATION OF YANG'S UNIT STREAM POWER "'UNCTION

3.1 Evaluation of Basic Assumptions

With the exception of probabilistic and regression approache>, most sediment transport

equations were derived from the assumption that sediment transport rate or

concentration could be detennined by a dominant variable sueh as water discharge,

average flow velocity, ene'b'Yor water surface slope, shear stress, stream power per unit

bed area, unit stream power. Yang (1972) used the data collected by Guy et aI. (1966)

from a laboratory flume to examine the validity of the assumptions, He found that more

than one value of total sediment discharge can be obtained for the same value of water

discharge, velocity, slope, or shear stress, The vahdity of the assumption that total

sediment discharge of a given particle size could be determined from water discharge,

velocity, slope, or shear stress is open to question. Because of the weakness of these

assumptions, the generality and applicabilityof any equation derived from one of these

assumptions is also questionable. To overcome this, Yang (1972) introduced the concept

of unit stream power

3.2 Concept of Unit Stream Power

Yang (1972) defines the unit stream power as the velocity (V)- slope (S) product as VS.

The rate of energy per unit weight of water available tor transporting water and

sediment in an open chmmclwith reach length x and total drop ofY is

dY=dxdY=VS
dt dt dx

]4

(3.1)
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Yang argued that the rate of work being done by a unit weight of water in transporting

sediment must be related to the rate of work available to a unit weight of water. Thus,

the total sediment concentration or total bed-material load must be directly related to

unit stream power Yang emphasi.-:ed the power available per unit weight of tluid to

transport sediments.

3.3 Theoretical Analysis

To detennine total sediment concentration, Yang (1973) considered a relation between

the relevant variables oflhe form

w(C'yS,U., v,w,d) == 0

where

C, == total sediment concentration, with wash load excluded (in ppm by weight)

VS = unit stream power

U. = shear velocity

v == kinematic viscosity

(l) == fall velocity of sediment

d == median particle diameter

(3,2)

Using Buckingham's R theorem, C, in Eq, (3.2) can be expressed in the following

dimensionless form,

c, ==w,(VS, (!., axiJ
()) rv v (3.3)

Because a critical unit stream power V",S is required at incipient motioll, Eq, (3.3) is

modified to
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,

c, "if/'[VS _ v"s, u.. (ud)
w (~ '" v

(3.4)

From the analysis of laboratory flume data, Yang (l973) found the best form of Eq.

(3.4) to be

[
VS V SJloge, '" I +Jlog -;;;- :

•

(3.5)

I and J in Eq. (3 5) are dimen5iol\less parameters reflecting the flow and sediment

characteristics. Based on Eq (35) and analysis of flume data,

rod u.l=G,+a,log -+u,log- (3.6)
c '"

wd U.J=b,+h,log -+b,log- (3,7)
c '"

The coefficients in Eq, (3.6) and (3.7) were determined by considering log C. as the

dependent variable, and log (cod/v), log (TMw), log (VS/w - V"S/w), log (rodlv) log

(VS/w - V"S/w), and log (V.jm) log (VS!w - VcrS/w) as independent variables, and

running a multiple regression analY~l~for 463 sets of laboratory data The equation thus

obtained is
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-!!I
••••-, logC, '" 5.435 _ O.2861og rod _ 0 45710g U.

, "'
[ ,,' U.) [" "'J+ 1.799-11,4091og--0.3141og- '0' ---'-'-

c- (u mOl
(3.8)

The critical dimcnsionles~ unit stream power V"Slm is the product of the dimensionless

critical velocity V:)ro and the energy ,lope S, The dimensionless critical velocity at

incipient motion can be computed by

2.5 +0,66
Jog(U.d I v) - 0,06

2.05

fi /I,d 70or12<--<,

f. U.dJor70:o;--,
(3.9)

When the sediment concentration is low, it is necessary to include criteria describing the

flow condition at incipient mOlion, As the rate of sediment transport increases, the need

to include incipient motion criteria in a sediment transport equation decreases, For

sediment concentrations higher [han about 100 ppm by weight, Yang (1979) introduced

the following unit stream power equation:

loge, = 5.165 _ O.15310g rod _ 0,2971og U.
, m

( m" u.) [")+ I.nO-O,J601og--0AgOlog- '"' -
I' OJ (0)

(3 10)

The baSIC form of Eq (38) and (.1.10) can be theoretically derived from turbulence

theories (Yang and Molinas, 1982) and dimensional analyses (Yang, 1973). The

coefficients in (38) and (3.10) were determined from laboratory flume data in the

United States, The applicability of these two equations to natural rivers in the United

States and Europc has been independently tested and verified by the ASCE Task



•• Committee (1982), the German Association for Waler Resources and Land

Improvement (1990), the U,S. j)epartme~t of Agriculture National Sedimentation

Laboratory (Alonso, 1980), and Univer,ity or the German Federal Army (Vetter, 1989),

among others. Yang (1996) modified Eq, (3,10) for computing sediment transport in the

Yellow River. The modification is described below,

3.4 Non-equilibrium High C(lncentrlltion Sediment Transport

Most of the sediment transport functions or equations arc intended for the estimation of

sediment transport rate or concentration at an equilibrium condition with no scour !lor

deposition, at least from a statistical point of view, Il is assumed thaI the amount of wash

load depends on the supply from up~tream and is not a funclion of the hydraulic

conditions at a given station, It is also assumed that the amount of wash load is not high

enough to significantly affect the fall vclocity of sediment particles, flow viscosity, or

the relative density of sediment and fluid in a river in comparison with these values in

clear waler. When the wash load or concentration of fine material is high (e,g. Yellow

river in China, Ganges river in Bangladesh), non-equilibrium bed-malerial sediment

transport may occur, and its amount is a function of wash load (Yang, 1996). So

sediment transport function should not be applied directly without taking the effects of

wash load into consideration. Eq. (3.10) was developed for sediment transport in fairly

clear water without too much wash load, Before (1.10) can be applied to a river with

high concentration of fine sediments, it is necessary to change the values offall velocity,

kinematic viscosily, and relative specific weight to reflect the situation of sediment

transport in flows with hIgh concentrations of suspended load (including wash load).

3.4.1 Modification ofl/all Velocity

An increase of suspended sediment concentration wiH reduce a sediment particle's fall

velocity in a sediment-laden flow, Richardson and Zaki (1954) proposed the following

relationship:
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~ = (1-C,)'
m

(3,1])

where,

(I), W'" = sediment panicle fall vclocity in clear water and sediment-laden flow,

respectivcly,

Cv= suspended sediment concentration by volume, includingwash load, and

k = a parameter

The value of k vanes with the sediment particle Reynolds number. Wang (1984)

conducted experiments on sediment fall velocity in a sedintent-laden flow with a median

particle diameter of 0,15 mm, The experiment suggested a value of 7 for the Yellow

nver, The value ofk for the Ganges river would be calibrated while computing sediment

load

3,4.2 Modification of Viscosity

The viscosity of water is a fuoctioo of water temperature, In addition to water

lemperature, lhe viscosity of a sedimcnt-ladeo flow is also a function of the suspended

sediment concentration, size distributioo of suspended sediment particles, perceot of fine

suspended sediment concentration, particle surface roughness, cohesiveness of sediment

particles, etc The equation derived by Einstein and Chien (1955) for flows with non

cohesive uniform spherical sedimenls is

J.l ' = f.im = 1+ 2.5C
'II "

where,

1-1, !-1m= dynamic viscosity of water and sediment-laden flow, respectively;

I-'<= relative dynamic viscosity; and

19
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c,.~ sediment concentration by volume, including wash load

The e:<perimental rclationship obtained by Zhang et al

flows in the Wei River and Lo River in China ii>

O.63y,Cv + 1
/1,= (1-111 C fi"'~)". y, v

(1980) for hyper concentration

(3,13)

where,

y. = specific weight of sediment=2 65 glcm '; and

~ = percentage of sediment with particle diameter smaller than 0 025 mm.

It is apparent that the 1-1,value is sensitive to the percentage of suspended fine materials

in a sediment-laden flow. Qian ct al (1980) obtained the fol1owing exponential

relationship using field data from Ycl10w river

11, = e51lOC•

The kinematic viscosity of the sediment-laden Yellow river bccomes

(3,14)

(3 15)

where, P, pm = specific density of water and sediment-laden flow. The coefficient of C,

in the above equation would be calibrated for the Ganges river The value of Pm can be

e:<pressed as

(3,16)
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Eqs, (3,15) and (3.16) are used to reflect the influence ohuspended sediment including

wash load, on the Vi8COi>ityof the sediment-laden flow.

3.4.3 Modification of Specific Weight

Yang's unit stream formulas were originally derived tor sediment transport in clear

water, When the unit stream power is applied to the transport of solid in other types of

fluid, it should be modified to reneet the relative specific weight between solid and

fluid According to Bab'llold (1996), the power required to maintain sediment particles in

suspension should be balanced by the power generated by the turbulent flow supporting

the suspended partlcies, i,e

(3.17)

where,

W, = submerged weight of suspended materials;

Wm = particle fall velocity in a sediment-laden flow,

"[= shear stress per unit bed area = 1mDS,

Ym = specific weight of sediment-laden flow,

D = now depth,

V = average flow velocity; and

e••.e, =efficiency coefficients for bed load and suspended load transport, respectively.

The sUi>pendedmaterial transport rate per unit chalUlclwidth is

g =Wu, "

where,

g,= tran~port rate in submerged weight per unit bed area; and
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u, = average velocity of suspended sediments, From Eqs, (3.17) and (3.18), it can be

shown that

(3.19)

If sediments are transported in a sediment-laden flow with high concentrations of fine

materials, Eq, (3,19) can be rewritten as

vsC, =(l_c,)r ",
Y,-Y"w",

where,

y" y", = specific weight of sediment and sediment-laden flow, respectivc!y,

(3.20)

tt can be seen from Eq. (3.20) that when the unit stream power concept is applied to

estimate sediment transport in sediment-laden t1ow~, a modified dimensionless unit

stream power [yJ(y-y",)]VS/wm should be used. The modified unit stream power fonnula

for sediment-laden flows becomes

II> d U.logC, = 5.165-0,15310g-'-- 0 29710g-
yO' ai.,

( ~,' V'J [ r. "')+ 1.780-0 36010g-,-. --O,480Iog:;;- log _
~ ~ r, Ym«J~

(3.21)

The coefficients in Eq, (3.21) are idenlical to those in (3. 10), However, the values of fall

velocity, kinematic viscosity, and relative specific weight are modified for sediment

transport in sediment-laden flows with high concentrations of fine suspended malerials.
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CHAPTER 4

DATA COLLECTION, ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Sources of Data

Discharge, sediment loads of the Ganges river al Hardinge bridge gauge station (Figure

4.1) have been collected from the Directorate of Surface Water Hydrology of

Bangladesh Water Development Board (BWDB). The sediment data of the Ganges river

at Hardinge bridge which have been available since 1966 contains only suspended sand

discharge. This means that the sample was not separated in the wash load (also caned

fine fraction) and suspended bed material load (also called sand fraction). The wash load

consists of the silt and the clay fraction. The sand fraction consists of the sediment

particles larger than 0.063 mm. The sediment load comprises of only suspended load as

BWDB does not measure any bed load on regular basis. The sediment data used for this

study are of 1983 - 1988, 1992 -1994. These data are separated in the wash load and the

suspended bed material load. The data on width, average flow depth, cross-sectional

velocity have also been collected from Directorate of Surface Water Hydrolob')' of

Bangladesh Water Development Board (B\VDB). The data on longitudinal bed slope

and water temperature are missing. The longitudinal slope has been obtained from the

literature as 5.5xIO.j (FAP 24, 1996).

4.2 Measurement of Sediment

The sediment samples are collected at the same time when the discharge measurements

are perfonned. A Binckley Silt Sampler is used to collect a one litre sample of the river

water. The samples are taken in a number of vcrticals in a gauging transect and from

several points in each vertical The sand and silt fractions of a sample are separated in a

2)



conical elutriatoL The sand fraction arc collected in a tube attached to the elutriator after

100 s. The weight of the sand fraction of a sample is determined by the weight of that

tube, full of water with and without the sediment sample,

Figure 4, 1 Location of the Gauging Station of the Ganges at Hardinge Bridge.

4.3 Sedimenl Transport Characterisliu

The yearly variations of discharge, suspended sand discharge, suspended fine discharge

and total suspended discharge are shown in Appendix: A. The peak discharge does not

necessarily always coincide with the peak sediment load, There is a phase lag between

the peak discharge and the peak sediment load, The peak sediment load occurs first and



then the peak discharge (Figure AI, A4, A7) with only exception as can be seen in

Figure A8 where the peak sediment load is followed by the peak discharge, In some

cases, the peak discharge and peak sediment load occur at the same instances (Figure

A2, A3, AS, A6, A9), Figure 4,2 shows the yearly variation of annual maximum

discharge, suspended sand discharge, suspended fine discharge and total suspended

discharge. The maximum discharge and maximum sand discharge appears 10 be free of

trend but the rnaxlmum line di-~charge and maximum total sedimcnt dischargc show an

upward trend beginning from 1992, Bul without the data of the subsequent years it is not

possible to conclude whether the trend really exists. Figure 4.3 shows the yearly

variation of the percent of fine suspended discharge with respect to the total suspended

discharge, On an average, the percent of fine sediment discharge with respect to total

sediment discharge is about 50 which means that the Ganges river at Hardine bridge

gauge station contain:. a substantial amounl of wash loads. So thc modified Yang's.

equation can be applied to compute sediment transport in the Ganges river,

~, '00=

~
~-~ •• - ••

~ 40000 •,•

10
••• I•is 20000 ,,
•

0,~,~'"00 ,- '00' ,= '00' '"00
Year

__ ktnual maXlmum discharge (m3/s)

-o--ktnual maXlmum suspended sand discharge (lqj/.)

-----er-Mnual maXlmum suspended fine discharge (kg's)

---.-Mnual maXlmum total sus pended discharge {kg/.)

I'igure 4.2 Yearly variation or annual maximum discharge, suspended sand discharge,

suspended fine discharge and lotal suspended discharge.
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,Figure 4.3 Yearly variation of percent of suspend cd fine discharge of lOla! suspended

discharge.

5.4 Computation of Sediment Transport

Based on measured data, sediment transports have been computed using Yang's (1979)

formula and modified Yang's formula (Yang et aI, 1996). Figures 4.4 and 4.5 show the

comparison between computed and measured sediment discharge based on Yang's unit

stream power formula and modified Yang's formula for high concentration of fine

sediments .. In case of Vang (t979) fonnula, most of the points lie above the 45°-line

which implies that the formula over predicts the sediment transport. But in case of the

modified formula, the poinls are more or less distributed along the 45" - line. In both the

figures there are scattering of the points, Computed values from are the theoretical

values under equilibrium conditions, The Ganges river is constantly undergoing the

process of scour and deposition Consequently, measured sediment transport at a given

time can be higher or lower that the computed values Part of the scattering shown in

Figures 4.4 and 4.5 reflect this phenomenon, Another reason for the scattering is the

unavoidable errors offield measurements,
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Figure 4.4 Compari~onbetween computed and measured sediment discharge based on

Yang's (1979) unit stream power formula,

Due to the uncertainty of the accuracy of measurements and the fuct that flow and

sediment conditions in the Ganges river cannot be maintained at true equilibrium, the

scattering in Figures 4.4 and 4,5 should not be a surpnse, Another fact is the location of

the gauging station of the Ganges at Hardinge Bridge which is artificially narrowed

down FAP 24 (1996) observcd that the present gauging station should be free /Tom

artificIally narrowed channels, and should be away from an upstream confluence. At

Hardinge bridge point, the contraction scour of the river bed induces a yearly variation

in the sediment transport which is not representative for the whole reach of the Ganges

river, The sediment data collccted from this constriction will not lead to good estimates

of the overall sediment budget. Also, upstream of Hardinge Bridge, there is a bend,

which again implies that this station is not well suited for sediment gauging.
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Figure 4,5 Comparison between computed and measured sediment discharge based on

Yang et al (1996) unit stream power formula,

4.5 Performance Evalnation of the Sediment Trallsport Predictors

The discrepancy ratio and standard deviation are used to indicate the accuracy of the

sediment transport predictors. The discrepancy ratio indicate the goodness of fit between

the computed and measured results, The discrepancy ratio can be expressed as

(4,1)

where,
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\If,= computed sediment con~entration

\1'",= measured sediment concentration

The mean value R and standard deviation Ci of the discrepancy ratio are

(4,2)

(4,3)

!'igure 4.4 shows the comparison between measured and computed sediment transports

based on Yang's 1979) with R = 3.210 and (}'~ 3.216, Figure 4.5 shows a similar

comparison based on Yang el al (1996) with R = 1.866 and (}'= 1 869 The change of

mean discrepancy ratio from 3.210 to 1.866 indicates that Yang et al (1996) unit stream

power formula is better in the sediment laden Ganges river,

Table 4.1 Summary of comparisons between computed and measured sediment

concentrations,

Formula Mean, R Standard deviation, a

Yang's formula (1979) 3210 3216

Modified Yang's formula (1996) 1.866 I 869

Another way to measure the goodness of 111 is the use of average discrepancy ratio and

standard deviation based on the average value of the logarithm ratio between computed

and measured results using the fonowing parameters,
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D, = 10g( ::) = logl,if._- log ~/"

,
LD,

D 0_'"_'_
• j

(4.4)

(4.5)

" 0•

c,,------
L(D, -ITJ
'"' , Ij

(4.6)

For a perfect fit, D. =OandO".=O.

Comparisons between computed and measured sediment concentrations based on the

average logarithm ratio are summarized in Table 4.1. Yang et al (1996) is more accurate

based on D. but less accurate based on Gdwhen compared with Yang's (1979) Results

in Table 4, I and 4.2 indicate that the goodness of fit of different equations may be

affected by selecting statistical parameters, The ahove tests for goodness of fit suggest

thal the modified unit stream power formula can be used as sediment transport predictor

for the Ganges river, The Yang et. al (1996) ~ediment transport function can be used in

modeling sediment load in the Ganges river

If the sediment load computed by the Yang's (1979) formula is adjusted with a

multiplying factor of 2, then it can be seen that the match between computed and

measured sedimenlloads fits pretty well, So the Yang's (1979) can also be used in stead

of Yang et al (1996) after adjusting the computed sediment load by an appropriate

multiplying factor.
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Table 4.2 Summary of comparisons between computed and measured sediment

concentrations.

Formula ". o.
Yang's formula (1979) 0.350 0.351

Modified Yang's fonnula (1996) 0.142 0377
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Figure 4.6 Compari,on between computed and measured sediment discharge based on

Yang et aI (1979) unit stream power formula after adjusting the computed sediment load

with a multiplying factor of2.
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4.6 Sediment Rating Curve

The relationship between the discharge and the sediment transpon, which is calculated

from the samples taken in a transit, can be expressed by an average curve. This curve,

generally referred to as a sediment rating curve, is ollen an exponential function, which
can be detennined either by a regression analysis or from a graph with the data points

(discharge, sediment transport). These curves arc widely lIsed to estimate the sediment

concentration or the sediment transport for periods where discharge data are available,

but sediment data are nol. The reliability of the sediment transport calculated from a

rating curve depends upon the quantity and reliability of data used to define that rating

curve, and whether the data are representative for the discharge and sediment transports

occurring during the period for which sediment transports have to bc estimated.

Furthennore, a sediment ratmg curve between sediment discharge, Sl and water

discharge, Q assumes a uniquc relationship between the average flow velocity in a

cross-section and the shear stress at rivcr bed. This unique relationship is requires more

or less prismatic cross-sections with only one channel in a cross-section of the river.

However, in an accelerating flow, deviations can be expected relative to a sediment

transport rating curve

Yang (1996) evaluated the assumptions used in the development of most sediment

transport equations. He noticed that, with the exception of probabilistic and regression

approaches, most sediment transport cquations were derived from the assumption that

sediment transport rate or concentration cOLlldbe detennined by a dominant variable.

The dominant variables are water discharge, average flow velocity, energy or water

surface slope, shear stress, stream power per unit bed area, unit stream power. When

none of the existing sediment transport fonnulas can give satisfactory results, sediment

rating curve can be dcveloped for the prediction of sediment di,charge. Conventional

sediment rating curve establishes relationship between sediment load, Sr as dependent

variable and di,charge, Q as independent variable (FAP 24, 1996a; Hossain, 1992;

CBJET, 1991). But according to Yang (1996), the basis of establishing sediment rating
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curve should be as follows, The existing data on sediment load or concentration

collected from a river station should be plotted against water discharge, shear stress,

stream power and unit stream power. The least scattered curve without systematic

deviation from a one-to-one correlation betwecn depcndent and independent variables

should be selected as the sediment rating curve for (he station Thus the sediment rating

curve would be one of the following four equations

Sr=A(rV)"

Sf =A(vst
where A is the coefficient and B is the exponent of the sediment rating curves,

(4.7)

(4,8)

(4,9)

(410)

In this study, the data of sediment load has been plolled against discharge, shear stress,

stream power and unit stream power to llnd the least scattered curve. The curve having

the highest coefficient of determination is taken as thc sediment rating curve,

Appendix 13shows the plots of sediment discharge against water discharge, shear stress,

stream power and unit stream power. Tables 4.3, 4.4, 4.5 and 4,6 show the equations and

the coefficients of determination of tile sediment rating curves for different years with

discharge, shear stress, stream power and unit stream power as independent variables

respectively. The coefficients and exponents of the sediment rating curves vary with

year to year to a large extent. This suggests that the sediment rating curve should be

updated for each year This is because the Ganges river is very unstable and undergoes

process of erosion and deposition. The discharge and unit stream power when used as

independent variables give better curve as compared to shear stress and stream power, In

some years, sediment discharge shows bettcr correlation with discharge (Figure 82, 84,

87, 8~, and 89), Tn other years, thc scdiment discharge shows better correlation with

unit stream power (figure B 1, 03, 85 and 86), This suggests that the yearly rating curve
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should be developed by taking dischnge and unit stream power as independent

variables The curve showing beller correlatioll silould be talml as the rating curve Cor

that particular year, The Figures 4.6, 47, 48 and 4.9 show the variation sediment

discharge with discharge, shear stress. stream power and unit stream power by taking

into consideration of all the years. As can be seen the correlation between sediment

discharge and unit stream power is bener than discharge or shear stress or stream power

Table 4,3 Sediment rating curve of the Ganges: discharge as independent variable.

Yooc Sediment rating curve c

1983 S-,- 1E 06Q' 09025

1984 S, . IE-06Q' 0,8983

1985 S, 0.0328Q 0,7502
]986 s, 0,0004Q' 0,7143

1987 S, 0.3396Q 0.7477

1988 s, 3,9238Q 0.4096
1992 S, 4E 05Q2.0174 0.8862

1993 S, 0.0026Q' , 0,9330

1994 S, ., 5E_06Ql:2 0,9608
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Table 4.4 Sediment rating curvc ofthc Ganges for shear stress as indcpcndent variable.

Year Scdimcm raling curve ;

1983 S., - 0,0002l ,
05889

1984 S, 8E_08,"7230 0.8694

1985 S, 0,8838l 0.6451

1986 S, o 0114l " 0.7074

1987 S, -OJ457l3,6945 0.6633

1988 S, 3,9675lz,S7l~ 0.1925

1992 S, 9E_09.'Ll " 0.5712

1993 S, O.OO05,'9~~' 0.6369

1994 S,--11,065, ,IW 0.9161

Table 4,5 Sediment rating curve of the Ganges for stream power as independent

variable,

Coefficient of
y~; Sediment rating curve

detennination

1983 S, 11 459(",V)l J7 0,9056

1984 S, 10.316(rV) 0,8991

J985 S.,.= 252.58(. V)l.J041 07514

1986 S.- 51241(.V)" 0.7141

1987 Sr ~ 328.92(.V)" 0,758

1988 ST-765.07(.V)o",14 0.4317

1992 S, 2331(1vfz904 0,8713

1993 S, _ 74,71'J(1V)'5M' 0,9137

1994 ST-Il,065(rV)1,l ,
0.9161
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Table 4.6 Sediment rating eurve of the Gange, lor unit stream power a, independent

variable.

Coefficient ofy,~ Sediment rating curve
determination

1983 S, - 9E+13(VS)"' 0,9210

1984 ST" 3E+ 13(VS)" 0.8922

1985 S, lE+IO(VS) 0.7592

1986 ST - 3E+11(VS) , 0.6618

1987 S, 2E+08(VS) , 07846

1988 S, 2E+07(VS) 0.4834

1992 S, 3E+12(VS) 0,8857

1993 S, IE+IO(VS) 0.9235

1994 S, 6E+12(VS) , 0.9463
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Figure 4.7 Sediment rating curve of the Ganges: discharge as independent variable.
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Figure 4.8 Sediment rating curve shear stress as independent variable.
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Figure 4,9 Sediment rating curve, stream power as independent variable
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Figure 4, 10 Sediment rating curve: unit stream power a~ independent variable.
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CHAPTERS

CONCLUSIONS

In this study, the sediment transport characteristics of the Ganges river have been

studied. The unit stream power formula and modified unit stream power formula which

is applicable for high concentration of fine sediments have been applied for the

estimation and prediction of sediment transports in the Ganges river.

The peak discharge does not necessarily always coincide with the peak sediment load.

There is a phase lag between the peak discharge and the peak sediment load The peak

sediment load occurs first and then the peak discharge with only exception where the

peak sediment load is followed by the peak discharge, In some cases, the peak discharge

and peak sediment load occur at the same instances The yearly variation of annual

maximum discharge, suspended sand discharge, suspended tine discharge and total

suspended discharge suggest that the maximum discharge and maximum sand discharge

are free from trend but the maximum fine dIscharge and maximum total sediment

discharge show an upward trend beginning from 1992, The yearly variation of the

percent of fine suspended discharge with respect to the total suspended discharge shows

that the percent of fine sedimcnt discharge is about 50 which means that the Ganges

river at Hardine bridge gauge :.1ationcontains a substantial amount of wash loads,

Based on measured data, sediment transports have been computed using Yang's stream

power formula and modified Yang's formula The comparison between computed and

measured sedimem discharge based on Yang's unit stream power formula and modified

Yang's formula for high concentration of fine sediments show that Yang's formula over

predicts the sediment transport than the modified formula. The discrepancy ratio and

standard deviation have been u:.ed to indlcate the accuracy of the sediment transport
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predictors. Thc discrepancy ralio and standard deviation suggest that modified Yang's

formula is better in the sediment laden Ganges river. Comparisons between computed

and measured sediment concentrations based on the average logarithm ralio indicate that

the goodness of fit of different equations may be affected by selecting statistical

parameters. The modified Yang's sediment transport function can be used in modeling

sediment load in the Ganges river, The Yang's formula can be used in stead of the

modified Yang's formula after adjusting the computed sediment load by an appropriate

multiplyingfactor.

The sediment rating curve of the Gange, river at Hardinge bridge gauge station have

been studied by establishing power relations between sediment transport as dependent

variable and discharge, shear stress, stream power and unit strcam power as independent

variable separately. It is found tllat the sediment rating curve should be updated for each

year. The discharge and unit stream power when used as independent variables give

better curve as compared to shear slress and stream power.
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APPENDIX B

Plots of sediment discharge against discharge, shear stres;, stream power and unit stream
power for different years.
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